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an ancient treasure is buried deep inside a mountain! in this exciting hidden object
puzzle adventure game, you play as princess nia, a young girl who recently returned to

her home country, the kingdom of syrup. she is eager to see her home again and reunite
with her family, but she is unaware of the reason why she has been sent on this mission.

help nia find the missing objects and learn why she has been given this strange task.
play through 18 different story scenes that will take you on a journey through a beautiful

wintery landscape with beautiful scenery and interesting characters. you will need to
solve puzzles and [read more..] about crystal head - the secret labyrinth collector edition-
wendy99 genre: adventure, casual, puzzle developer: big fish games publisher: big fish

games release date: march 2014 file size: 1.14 gb / single link compressed mirrors:
mega.nz, 1fichier, google drive, uptobox, uploaded.net take the lead in this epic

adventure and travel across different worlds in search of the artifacts that can help
repair the bridge. in the hunt for the artifacts, the vikings come across a myriad of

supernatural creatures that are just as dangerous as they are stunning. its a race against
the clock, so use your wit to save the worlds! embark on an epic adventure and save the

world! hidden object mysteries: hidden object mysteries 2 - the great escapes is the
second installment of the hidden object mysteries series. you will travel the world with

dr. jackson, a young female detective, and her mysterious aunt alice. help them unravel
the mystery of the missing people and uncover the shocking truth behind the

disappearances. explore the beautiful worlds of europe, asia and australia. play free in
big fish games!
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you are an adventurer, and you have been sent by an old master to
find and rescue his daughter. you will journey across the beautiful and

mysterious lands of the world. search beautiful locations for helpful
clues and discover the secret behind your quest in this hidden object

puzzle adventure game! use your skills to solve the puzzles and follow
the clues as you travel across lands unknown. the fate of the world

rests on your shoulders. play free in big fish games! lovers of hidden
object games will enjoy the exciting adventures of princess ellaline and

the clever fox, samuel, in the first game of a trilogy! help princess
ellaline and samuel find the four treasures of the forest and discover

the mysterious fate of the princess's missing family. explore the
magical forests of the forest with its soaring trees, beautiful flowers
and mystical creatures in a story that will take you on a journey of

excitement and adventure. play free in big fish games! big fish games
presents a colorful and vibrant hidden object game with brand new
extras! help me, wendi, prepare for her high-school graduation and

earn enough money to start a new life in new york city. but a big secret
has been hiding in the family archives.. will you find the hidden objects
and help me discover who is behind all this? search gorgeous locations

for helpful clues and discover the real story behind wendi's family
history in this exciting hidden object puzzle adventure game. play free
in big fish games! when a massive meteor strikes earth, the remnants
fall to the planet arcturus. play with light and shadow as you search
the ruins for clues in this exciting hidden object puzzle adventure

game. can you find out why the world has turned to chaos?
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